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General Description 
The main objective of D5.4 is to describe how the methodology developed in preceding stages of the project, 

as described in deliverables D4.1, D5.1 and D5.2 [1-3], can be applied to patient specific geometries. For the 

simulation of the blood flow from the left ventricle (LV) into the aorta, the following assumptions have been 

made: 

• The flow is driven by the deformation (contraction) of the LV wall 

• Blood inside the LV is assumed to be at rest at end-diastole. 

• The mitral valve is assumed to remain closed (no inflow) 

• The aortic valve (AV) will open during contraction (and may close again later) 

• The outflow into the aorta requires the numerical model to contain a part of the aorta, and an 

outflow boundary at which a pressure has to be prescribed 

• If the pressure in the aorta is not known but the flow-rate is, the pressure may be obtained from a 

Windkessel model 

The simulations have been carried out with the existing Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method 

within the VPS software from ESI-Group.  

An important issue to be addressed is how to handle the aortic valve since neither its geometry nor its 

deformation is available from the models obtained from MUG. This is due to the lack of (accurate) MRI 

information for the valve. For that reason a specific software tool to mimic the valve by a numerical model 

for the opening has been developed and employed for the patient specific model in this report.  

Since the pressure in the aorta is not always available from clinical measurements, an alternative approach 

has been implemented by a Windkessel model. In such a model the pressure may be obtained from the flow 

rate (which is more frequently available) assuming some parameter values for the resistances and capacities 

of the flow network representing the parts of the blood circuit not included in the fluid flow model. This is an 

approach frequently adopted for cardiac flow [4]. 

Summary of previously developed software tools required 
Since the blood flow as represented by the particles has to be driven by the motion of the boundaries of 

the LV and the aortic valve (and the aorta wall, if relevant), the initial geometry and the deformation of 

these structures has to be provided by a finite element (FE) mesh and the displacements of the FE nodes. 

This information has to be obtained from the tool to convert the FE model from MUG to the VPS input 

format as described in D5.1 [2] and D5.2 [3]. Since it would not be realistic to allow the blood to flow freely 

out of a section cut of the aorta, the previously developed pressure outflow boundary option for SPH (see 

D5.2) has to be applied at a more or less arbitrary location in the ascending aorta. 

For clinical evaluation of the computational flow results a conversion tool for 4D VEC MRI information has to 

be implemented. As mentioned before [2], this activity has not started yet, although information has been 

received. The reasons for the delay are that the 4D VEC MRI data are not required for the current flow 

simulation in which the blood is assumed to be at rest, and that priority has been given to create the software 

tools to conduct patient-specific simulations.  
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Interaction with WP4 
Due to the strong interaction of WP5 with WP4: “Electro-mechanical Model of the Heart (+ effects of virtual 

aortic valve repair and virtual stenting)”, a short section about this is presented below. 

A few minor updates have been done for the interface software developed within Task 4.2 (Design and 

implementation of interface for providing input to CFD code) in order to maintain compatibility with the 

format of the data exchanged between MUG and ESI. The CFD coupling between the SPH model for the blood 

flow in the LV and a part of the ascending aorta with mesh-based CFD methods for the flow for the remaining 

part of the aorta has been described before [1]. Although this capability has been demonstrated to function, 

is has been decided to give this activity no priority in view of the added complexity and the additional time 

required for the model simulations to be carried out. Moreover, the effect of the assumptions for the outflow 

pressure boundary conditions at the section cut in the ascending aorta on the SPH flow simulations in the LV 

appeared to be small enough to use a given pressure in the aorta to be acceptable for clinical evaluation. 

Instead of pursusing the CFD coupling, an option in the SPH software has been implemented for the pressure 

at the outflow boundary to be defined by a Windkessel model and a given flow rate. Some details are given 

in the remained of this report. 

Development of a numerical valve model 
Intracardiac flow is significantly influenced by the opening (and eventual closure) of the valves. Within 

CARDIOPROOF it is not feasible to include realistic models of the valves since: 

• The MRI imaging data does not include the actual geometry of the valves. 

• Even if the (initial) geometry of the valves would be known, the material properties (elasticity) would 

still be unknown and using generic properties (likely to be representative of healthy tissue) might be 

questionable for a patient-specific approach. 

• In addition, finite element simulation of the passive opening of the aortic valve by pressure would 

require sufficiently fine elements and particles representing the blood, resulting in excessive CPU 

requirements for the flow simulations. 

Hence, a numerical valve opening model has been developed. The valve model consists of three leaflets 

(represented by shell elements of dummy material) which opens in a symmetrical manner.   

The information to be provided by the modeler is: 

• A series of finite element node numbers that define the perimeter of the valve (subdivided into three 

leaflet edges).  

• Flow area as function of time.  

The algorithm will automatically generate the center of the valve and three C-nodes (these are the additional 

nodes to complete the leaflet elements, as indicated by the arrow in figure 1) that define the leaflets, and 

triangular elements between the perimeter nodes and the C-nodes. The openings (blank in the figure 1) are 

also defined by elements each of which will have the shape of a kite which is very narrow at the start. 

Assuming symmetrical kites, the C-node position will be evaluated such that the open area equals the given 

flow surface area. Figure 1 displays the typical leaflet shape for an ideal case (circular geometry in-plane). 
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Figure 1. Typical lay-out for the numerical valve model displaying the three leaflets meshed into 

triangular elements defined by neighboring perimeter nodes and the C-nodes (one of these is indicated 

by the arrow) that are initially located very close to the center of gravity of the section. The kite-shaped 

areas in between the leaflets are modelled by kite-shaped elements which are transparent for the flow 

and are not included in the current view. 

Since the valve opening is not instantaneous, a stand-alone osftware (genvalve) has been developed to define 

the leaflets of an idealized AV with a given function for the flow area. As in many cases the actual flow area 

as a function of time may not be available, generic data may be used provided it has been tested that the 

sensitivity of the results to these assumptions remains limited. 

Chain of Simulations 
After the conversion of the FE mesh from the MUG model and subsequent closure of all opening, the initial 

distribution of the SPH particles representing the blood inside the LV and the ascending aorta has to be 

generated. To avoid the tedious procedure of meshing the fluid domain and to convert the elements to 

spherical particles, the special EWVT filling algorithm as developed by ESI will be employed to obtain the 

optimal filling of the fluid domain with particles. It is currently foreseen to employ particles of equal size, 

although at some stage it could be decided to allow particles to differ in size in case it would be relevant to 

obtain a locally enhance accuracy. Once the filling has been completed and the numerical model of the AV 

opening has been incorporated, the model is ready for the actual flow simulation. A number of steps in the 

computational modelling, some of them requiring user interaction, is necessary.  Since the aortic valve is not 

included in the FE model from MUG (since this cannot be retrieved from the MRI data), the user will have to 

define the location where the valve intersects the aorta. In addition, the user will also have to select where 

to make a cut in the (ascending) aorta for the outflow boundary. Once the model is closed, the SPH software 

allows to fill the volume (LV+aorta) with particles representing the blood. To obtain suitable initial conditions 

for the simulation of the blood flow during systole, it has been found that it is better to conduct a simulation 

to achieve equilibrium for the (numerical) contact between the blood and the walls of the LV and aorta. 

Recent results indicate, that this pre-simulation may possibly be combined with the simulation of the 

contraction phase since it takes some time before the actual contraction takes place and this time may also 

be used to achieve equilibrium. In addition to these steps, a model has to be created for opening and 
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subsequent closure of the AV and appropriate outflow condition must be defined at the cut in the aorta 

model. 

A sketch of the whole chain of simulations is presented in figure 2 (and in Annex I). 

 

Figure 2 Flow scheme for the subsequent steps for the numerical simulation of the patient-specific 

ventricle/aortic valve blood flow 

A detailed description of how to execute the chain of simulations as in the above sketch after the conversion 

of the FE model is available in a report from ESI [5]. 

The patient-specific model 
The initial model of the LV and aorta of a specific patient (coded by B0305-28) was obtained from MUG by 

the end of March, 2015. The FE mesh and the nodal displacements were henceforth converted to the 

appropriate input for VPS. A global view of the complete model is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Finite element model of the LV and aorta for the B0305-28-endo case 

Note that the units of length have been converted to mm and that the correct units of time (ms) and force 

(N) were used. This implies that pressure are in units of GPa. These are the units for the results, except 

when mentioned otherwise. 

For the filling algorithm the entire boundary of the MUG model is closed by creating new dummy shell 

elements for any remaining opening. This has been done by connecting selected nodes along the edges of 

both valve openings with a (new) node in the middle of these openings. The position of the aortic valve was 

provided by MUG (plane in figure 4). The outflow opening was assumed to be located at a cut section of the 

ascending aorta (at some distance above the AV), and modeled with dummy shell elements as well. In 

order to generate models for the AV, the nodes at the perimeter of the cut aorta must be identified. 

 

Figure 4 Indication of the plane whose intersection with the aorta defined the location of the aortic valve 

The filling was done with 64000 equally sized particles inside the LV and 4500 equally sized particles within 

the aortic root region intended to fill the part between the AV and the opening using the EWVT algorithm 

developed by ESI [6]. During the initial stage both sets of particles will expand until they fill the domain. 

Once the LV model (and a small part of the aortic root) has been filled with ‘growing’ particles, the particle 
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number density (color) may be improved significantly by conducting an additional EWVT simulation with 

the color gradient smoothing [7]. The resulting particle distribution fills the entire fluid domain and has a 

uniform particle number density (‘color’) nearly everywhere indicating that the distribution is of high 

quality. During an initial flow simulation it was observed that the pressure inside de LV was not zero before 

the heart starts to contract and this will certainly affect the outflow which was indeed found to be very 

high. Here it should be stated that in reality the LV pressure at end-diastole will not be zero but for the flow 

simulations this pressure is considered as the reference pressure and hence the pressure at the start of the 

SPH simulations should be zero. The possible reason for the non-zero initial pressure is the non-equilibrium 

between the particle distribution and the contact with the walls. For that reason the initial particle 

distribution has to be redefined by an expansion simulation prior to the outflow. To obtain  proper 

equilibrium of the particle distribution prior to the outflow simulation, the distribution obtained after step2 

of the EWVT filling was subjected to a dynamic flow simulation in which the walls remain fixed but an 

initial, positive pressure is defined for the fluid. In that case the fluid will expand and fit into the wall 

boundaries. This simulation does not require much CPU. Figure 8 shows the time history of the kinetic 

energy of the particles demonstrating that it is very close to zero after about 5 ms. The final position of the 

particles at that moment should be adequate to start the actual contraction and flow simulation. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Cut section of the LV with the distribution of the particles and the ‘color’ after the converged 

EWVT algorithm at iteration step 1200. The legenda shows the color. 
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Figure 6 Time history of the kinetic energy of the blood during the expansion simulation.Note that the 

time ranges up to 16 ms and the kinetic energy up to 1.4E-3 J. 

To monitor the pressure during the flow simulations at a few locations, SPH Gauge particles have been 

defined [8]. At these locations the pressure is evaluated by a weighted average of the pressures of the 

nearby particles without contributing to the flow results.  

In this case, the gauges are fixed in space; see figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 Position of the pressure gauges 
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Initial simulations with instantaneous valve opening 

Before the special valve opening was developed, flow simulations up to 260 ms were conducted with model 

in which the AV opens (and closes) instantaneously at preset moments. Two simulations are reported 

below: for the first one, outflow2, the valve opens at 44 ms and closes at 244 ms; the outflow opening in 

the aorta opens at 51.5 ms. Since the results for this simulation showed that the pressures in the LV were 

rising beyond physiological values which are likely caused by the rather late opening of the AV, another 

simulation was performed. For the outflow3 simulations, the valve times are 42 and 240 ms, respectively, 

whereas the outflow can start at 41.5 ms. Another relevant difference is that the assumed pressure in the 

aorta at the location of the outflow opening is given by a generic curve for outflow2, whereas that for 

outflow3 is a clinical pressure results provided by DHZB [9] which is significantly higher. 

Some results for the outflow2 simulation at 67.5 ms are shown in the partial views in figure 9. The velocities 

range up to 1 m/s and the pressures from 0 to 1 kPa. About 20 ms after AV opening, there are high flow 

velocities at the top of the LV and in the aorta. Note the pressure gradient from bottom to top in the LV.  

 

Figure 8 Velocities (left) and pressures (right) for outflow2 at 67.5 ms (partial views) 

The effect that the expansion simulation has on the pressures is shown in figure 9. The initial peak is a 

numerical effect due to the contact and should be discarded. In contrast to the results for earlier 

simulations without a preceding expansion simulation, the pressure returns to zero after a few milliseconds 

demonstrating the efficacy to include the expansion in the simulation chain. 
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Figure 9 Time histories of the pressure of some gauges and of the average fluid pressure for outflow2. 

The pressures range from 0 to 280 kPa. 

At a late time, when the flow has developed in the AV region, the pressure gradient in the LV is reversed as 

visible in figure 10. The pressure time histories at gauge no. 6 and the average fluid pressure for both 

simulations are shown in figure 11. Note that in contrast to the legend, the pressure units are in mmHg to 

allow a simpler comparison to clinical information. The change in the timing and peak values of the second 

peak may be attributed to the change in timing of the outflow opening. 

 

Figure 10 Pressure distribution in a cut model of the LV for the outflow2 simulation at 60 ms. The 

pressures are in GPa. 
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The velocity vectors in a partial section (slice) of the outflow3 simulation at 60 ms are shown in figure 12. 

Note that only the maximum pressures for the outflow3 simulation are in the physiological regime. 

 

Figure 11 Pressures (in mmHg) at one of the gauges in the aorta and the average fluid pressure for both 

simulations. 

Clinically relevant data are the flow rates and for the two simulations the results are displayed in figure 12. 

The outflow3 results appear to agree with a typical maximum flow rate of 250 ml/s. To provide some 

insight into the flow pattern inside the LV, the velocity vectors in a slice of the LV for outflow3 at a selected 

moment are shown in figure 13. 

 

Figure 12 Computed flow rates in ml/s versus time (ms) through the aorta outflow surface for both 

simulations. 
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Figure 13 velocity vectors in a partial section (slice) of the outflow3 simulation at 60 ms 

It may be concluded that the results (both in pressure and outflow) are very sensitive to the presumed time 

of opening for the valve (assumed to be instantaneous for the current simulations). Due to the (apparently) 

late opening of the AV for the outflow2 simulation, the pressures and flow rates are obviously too high. 

Although the (generic) pressure curve in the aorta for outflow3 may differ from the pressure in the actual 

patient (which is not available), the resulting flow rates and pressures are not completely unrealistic. 

Additional simulations with the new valve model 

With the computational model from the previous section new simulations have been done with the gradual 

opening of the aortic valve. For that purpose, the time history for the open flow area had to be provided. 

Unfortunately, no information for this specific patient was available, so generic data had to be used which 

was provided by DHZB. The flow area in mm2 versus time in ms is defined in the table below: 

Table 1 Flow area for the (AV) in mm2 versus time (in ms) 

0.0           0.08 

13.7 56.0 

30.6 106.0 

38.6 129.0 

47.5 152.0 

47.9 178.0 

65.1 193.0 

151.0 261.0 

194.0 266.0 

228.0 219.0 
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250.0 1.0 

 

With the list of node numbers along the perimeter of the AV divided into three leaflet sections, the 

additional elements for the leaflets and their displacement functions were generated using the genvalve 

program and appended to the numerical model of the LV and aorta.  

For the first new simulation, poutvalve2, the same simple pressure at the outflow opening was used as for 

the outflow2 simulation. Figure 14 shows the finite elements as generated by genvalve. The open area in 

between the three leaflets is available for the flow through the AV. Due to the opening being partial at 60 

milliseconds, there is a pressure drop across the AV as shown in figure 15. 

The second new simulation, poutvalve3 has as goal to demonstrate that the Windkessel model, as referred 

to above, is consistent with the simulation with a pressure outflow condition. For that purpose, the flow 

rate obtained from the poutvalve2 simulation is used as input for the new simulation. Depending on the 

values for the Windkessel parameters, the results for the poutvalve3 simulation should be close to those of 

poutvalve2. Figure 16 shows that the flow rates of both simulations are indeed nearly identical, indicating 

that the approach for the Windkessel model for the outflow is working correctly. Figure 17 shows some 

pressure results and it may be observed that the difference between the two simulation results remains 

limited. Note that in figure 17 the vertical scale is in mmHg and not, as printed in the figure, in GPa. 

 

Figure 14 Partial view of the valve model with the displacements at 60 ms to display how the valve 

opens. 
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Figure 15 Partial view of the LV and aorta with the pressures for the poutvalve2 simulation. 

From the results of the previous section it could be observed that the initial particle distribution that is in 

equilibrium with the boundary conditions due to the walls (see figure 6) can be obtained in a period of time 

that is shorter than the time at which the LV starts to contract. This suggests that it might be possible to 

avoid the separate expansion simulation and combine the expansion with the initial part of the flow 

simulation. This has been done for the poutvalve4 simulation which differs from poutvalve3 by using the 

initial particle distribution from the step before the expansion case and the same initial fluid pressure and 

damping as used for the expansion simulation.  

 

Figure 16 Flowrate in ml/s as function of time (ms) for the poutvalve2 and poutvalve3 simulations. 
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Figure 17 Time histories of the average fluid pressure and the pressure at gauge 5 for the poutvalve2 and 

poutvalve3 simulations. The vertical scale is pressure in mmHg units. 

Figure 18 shows the contact forces between the fluid and the walls of the LV and aorta (CONTACT-1), and 

between the fluid and the three leaflets of the AV (CONTACT-2). It may be observed that the general 

characteristics of the curves is similar, but that the results for the poutvalve4 simulations have reduced 

maximum values. Figure 19 shows that the mass flux for both simulations is nearly the same. The 

differences in the pressures at the gauge particles for both simulations, as in figure 20, are very small, 

confirming that the modification in the initial particle distribution due to various ways of filling have no 

significant influence on the results. 
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Figure 18 Time histories of the contact forces between the fluid and the walls of the LV and aorta 

(CONTACT-1), and between the fluid and the three leaflets of the AV (CONTACT-2). 

 

Figure 19 Time histories of the massflux in kg/ms versus time in ms for the poutvalve3 and poutvalve4 

simulations 
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Figure 20 Time histories of the pressure at gauges 1 and 3 (inside the LV) for poutvalve3 and poutvalve4 

Clinical usability 
For clinical evaluation of the above-described flow simulation results, the following information may be 

extracted: 

1. Pressures at various gauge locations in the  LV and the aorta as fuction of time, and the average 

pressure of all particles (including the ones expelled from the outlet) 

2. Flow rate in the ascending aorta in case the pressure is provided at the outlet, or: 

3. Pressure in the aorta in case the flow rate is given for the Windkessel model. 

4. Energy balance, including the energy transferred to the structural walls (LV, AV and aorta wall), and 

the energy leaving the domain through the outlet. 

Since no complete, consistent clinical information was available for the specific patient, a final assessment 

was not possible yet, but the current results were considered to be representative for a generic patient 

population. Comparison of the available flow velocity field in the LV and aorta with 4D VEC MRI data will be 

done in the future, in collaboration with the clinical partners. 

Selected conclusions 
1. To avoid the blood inside the ventricle becoming pressurized (above the end-diastolic reference 

pressure) prior to contraction, it is recommended to perform an expansion simulation in which the 

fluid attains equilibrium with the contact surfaces, or to start the flow simulations with an initial 

pressure and temporary damping before the contraction starts. 
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2. The algorithm to semi-automatically define the (aortic) valve and its opening appears to function 

well, including the closure at the later stage. This is important since the time required to open the 

AV does influence the flow results while the geometry (and deformation) of the actual AV leaflets is 

not available from the clinical information obtained within CARDIOPROOF. Despite the open 

surface area of the AV as a function of time not being available, an assumed (generic) flow area 

curve is assumed to be better than an instantaneous opening. 

3. The results of the simulation with the valve opening appear to be more realistic although for most 

results such as the flow rate the differences are not very great. 

4. The results for the simulation with the Windkessel model are consistent with the results for a 

simulation with a corresponding outlet pressure, indicating that such a model is working correctly. 

This is important since in many cases the aortic pressure cannot be provided for a specific patient 

but when the mass flow through the aorta is known and Windkessel model parameters may be 

assumed, this can be applied as outflow condition inside the aorta. 

5. With the models and software discussed in this report it is possible to conduct SPH simulations for 

patient specific models. 
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Annex I:  

For the SPH simulation of the blood flow out of the left ventricle (LV) the following steps should be taken: 

1. The geometry and the deformation of the LV wall and (part of) the aorta will be provided by the 

Medical University of Graz (MUG). This information consists of the connectivity of the triangular elements, 

the initial coordinates of the nodes and the position at the subsequent time steps. This information, which 

is usually provided unformatted, has to be transferred to ASCII files that can be processed further. 

2. The above information is to be converted into a mesh and displacement functions in VPS input 

format. For each time step the initial coordinate values are subtracted from the initial ones to obtain 

displacement functions that will be imposed on the corresponding node and (global) directions. The 

resulting displacement files can be concatenated in an include file to be used in subsequent simulations. 

3. Although not strictly necessary, it is now possible to conduct a VPS simulation without blood to 

display the deformation. Since the VPS simulation does not involve any deformable parts, a fixed time step 

equal to the time step from the MUG files should be used.  

4. Before any SPH simulations can be made, the volume must be closed. If the mitral valve is not 

included in the mesh, the corresponding opening must be closed which can be done by defining new 

(dummy) elements by connecting the perimeter nodes of the opening. The shape of these elements is not 

important and small gaps are allowed as long as the particles cannot escape. The same approach should be 

used to define an outflow boundary in the aorta. The outflow opening has to be defined as a separate part 

in order to assign the appropriate boundary condition. 

5. In addition, the aortic valve should be defined at the appropriate location. This can be done by 

application of the special-purpose program ‘genvalve’. This code will define the (additional) nodes and 

elements of the aortic valve as well as the displacement functions for the new nodes such that the opening 

in between the leaflets of the valve model create a surface area equal to the area provided as a given 

function of time. In addition to this function, the user has to define a selection of numbers of the nodes 

along the perimeter of the valve for each leaflet. 

6. In the next step, the LV and the part of the aorta in between the aortic valve and the given outflow 

opening are ready to be filled with particles. To this end an initial distribution of equal particles has to be 

defined completely inside the LV cavity. This can be done either by conversion of solid elements into 

particles (in VISUAL) or by a stand-alone program (sphgen3d). This may be done for the entire model or 

separately in the LV cavity and the aortic root section. The resulting files with the NODE cards and the 

SPHEL cards may be combined into an include file. 

7. The actual filling of the cavities can be done by running the special VPS/SPH version in EWVT mode. 

During this iterative process, the particles will repel each other while growing in size according to a special 

algorithm until they have approached the boundaries within an appropriate distance. This is a purely 

geometrical algorithm that will create a reasonable uniform particle distribution within an arbitrary 

domain. As a matter of course, the nodes of the LV wall mesh and the other boundaries (valve and outflow) 

should remain fixed and sliding interface contacts should be defined. 

8. Since it has been observed that the resulting particle distribution may not provide an optimal 

distribution (in terms of particle number density), a second step with the EWVT mode of VPS is 
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recommended, Both runs produce separate files with the updated particle distribution of particles, and 

these simulations are relatively fast. 

9. The final version of the initial particle distribution is to be obtained by performing a expansion 

simulation by running VPS/SPH in regular mode while the particles will try to expand due to a positive 

reference pressure assigned to all particles. As a results, the particles will be pushed to the boundaries until 

a fully converged distribution has been obtained. The resulting particle distribution is the most appropriate 

one for the flow simulation. 

10. The outflow simulation can now we activated with as input the nodes, elements and displacements 

of the LV wall and those from the valves and outflow surface, and the particle distribution in the LV cavity 

(and the aortic root section between the aortic valve and the outflow). The particles representing the blood 

may be modelled by material type 28 with a zero reference pressure. All finite elements may be defined as 

dummy materials. Regular contacts between the particles and the LV wall, the mitral valve (in case this is 

not included in the LV wall mesh) and the leaflet parts of the aortic valve are to be defined with the same 

contact thickness as used in the earlier simulations. The outflow opening should be modelled as a special 

pressure surface option in which particles are allowed to have outflow against a given pressure curve over 

time. This pressure curve may come from clinical measurement or from generic curves. (Note that recently 

a windkessel option has been implemented to obtain the pressure from the flow rate – which can be 

measured more easily – and characteristic parameters for the flow resistance and the capacity of the 

human arterial system). To monitor the computed blood pressure at given location, pressure gauge 

particles may be included. 

11. Assess the numerical results: flow field in the LV and the aortic root, gauge pressures, flow rate and 

energy transport across the outflow (and in the aorta) and compare against clinical data. 

 


